NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Rent Collector Rings from
Lifting Gear Hire
BRIDGEVIEW, Ill. — Lifting Gear Hire’s
Collector Rings are used for lifting domes
or circular tanks up to 150 tons. The
Collector Ring comes with slings and

Lifting Gear Hire’s Collector Rings.

shackles to affix to each of the lifting
points on the dome or circular tank to
ensure the dome/circular tank is lifted in a
level and plumb fashion.
For more information, visit www.
lgh-usa.com or call (800) 878-7305.

BrandSafway’s Innovation Day
showcases new products, services

lenges in an industrial setting, providing
safer, repeatable management of deck
openings.
Attendees also saw demonstrations of
new, innovative solutions including the
Spider® one-person knock-down basket
and the QuikDeck® Suspended Access
System.
For more information, visit
www.brandsafway.com or call (800)
558-4772.

KENNESAW, Ga. — BrandSafway recently showcased new products and services at two
Innovation Day events in
LaPlace, Louisiana, and
Houston.
This year’s event
highlights included an
introduction to BrandTech™ Precision Welding, which dramatically
reduces hexavalent chroAt BrandSafway’s Innovation Day event, more than 75 attendees
mium to decrease expo- learned about new products and ®services like BrandTech™ Precision
sure risk and improves Welding, Flex-Deck and the Spider one-person knock-down basket.
quality and productivity,
when compared to conventional welding Pepperl+Fuchs releases
technology.
next-generation firmware
Another highlight was the introduction of Flex-Deck, a wood-free system TWINSBURG, Ohio — Pepperl+Fuchs has
that solves all platform penetration chal- updated its remote monitor (RM) Shell firmware for VisuNet Remote Monitor human
machine interface systems. The innovative
new firmware, which is based on the latest generation of Microsoft® Windows® 10
Internet of Things Enterprise LTSB, supports easy integration of a remote network
architecture.
VisuNet RM Shell 5 comes preloaded on
all Pepperl+Fuchs thin client-based products.
For current users running RM Shell 4 or
greater, an upgrade kit is available.
RM Shell 5 is embedded with the highest security features available, including a
Microsoft Universal Write Filter, built-in
firewall, USB lockdown and an optional
restricted web browser.
RM Shell 5 supports the latest protocol
generations of Microsoft RDP 10, VNC
and NetC@P. With an auto-connect feature,
backup connections and connection-loss
detection, RM Shell 5 can automatically
connect to a host system after start-up
or automatically reconnect to a host after

detecting a signal loss.
For more information, visit www.
pepperl-fuchs.com or call (330)
425-3555.

Chart Lifecycle launches AIM
program for BAHXs, cold boxes
THE WOODLANDS, Texas — Chart
Lifecycle Inc. has launched its Asset
Integrity Management (AIM) program, a
proactive aftermarket program focused on
optimized performance, reliability and longevity of brazed aluminum heat exchangers
(BAHXs), cold boxes and Core-in-Kettle®
(CIK) units. Although AIM can be applied
to any application where the equipment
is used, it is specifically targeted at end
users in the oil, gas and petrochemical
sectors, where BAHX, cold box and CIK
performance is especially fundamental to a
plant’s operation and integrity.
AIM combines multiple activities within three main pillars: data monitoring,
future activity planning and knowledge
enhancement.
“The AIM program is another important
step in our relationship with plant stakeholders and helping them to maximize
the reliability and integrity of their assets
through proactive preventative maintenance,” said Horacio Delgado, president,
Chart Lifecycle. “Chart’s experience and
expertise is second to none, and we are
always looking to share it with the people
who operate our equipment.”
For more information, visit www.
chartlifecycle.com or call (844) 485-7911.

Sun Coast now offers Chevron’s
proprietary ISOCLEAN® tech

HOUSTON — As a 1st Source Elite
Chevron Lubrication Marketer, Sun Coast
Resources Inc. now offers Chevron’s proprietary ISOCLEAN® lubricants filtration
technology, which provides both products
and services for a proactive approach to
achieve lubrication excellence by helping
plants understand their specific particle
contamination challenges and how to overcome their unique obstacles, ensuring lubricants meet OEM cleanliness requirements
to minimize downtime, reduce
maintenance costs and extend
equipment life.
Services include fluid filtration
and dehydration, on-site purification, varnish removal/mitigation,
reservoir and tank decontamination, high-velocity oil flushing, system decontamination, and condition monitoring and system audits.
For more information, visit
Pepperl+Fuchs recently updated its RM Shell firmware for www.suncoastresources.com
or call (713) 844-9600.
VisuNet Remote Monitor HMI systems.
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